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Upcoming Meetings 

June – Odell Anderson will be 
demoing Turning Fruit
July – Roger Meyer will demonstrate 
turning natural edge bowls
August – Duane Hill will demonstrate 
various method of threading.  Note-
this meeting will be at Shorty’s

May Meeting    Clyde Cassell will talk with us about tree identification.  We will be travelling 

around the neighborhood and maybe even to Hixon Forest.  Clyde has a background as a landscape devel-
oper and has a lot of knowledge of tree identification.

William 'Bill' R. Kammueller

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. -- William "Bill" R. Kammueller died 
Tuesday, April 7, 2009, at Rochester (Minn.) Methodist Hospital 
surrounded by his family.

He died from pneumonia contracted while recovering from a suc-
cessful surgery.

Surviving are his wife Marjorie; daughter, Susie (Sal) Sorrentino; 
daughter, Leslie (Dan) Kelly; son, Paul (Kristine) Kammueller; 
grandchildren, Maria and Nick Sorrentino, Christina Barnett, Chris-
topher Kelly, Danielle Deutsch and Sam Kelly and Mira Kammuel-
ler; and great-grandchildren, Audrey Barnett and John Deutsch.

Bill was born Sept. 3, 1938, to Minerva (Bollinger) and William 
Kammueller Sr. He attended Fairview Grade School in Lower Eagle 
Valley, graduated from Fountain City High School in 1956, and 
completed University of Wisconsin agriculture short course in 1958.

He married the love of his life, Marjorie Schaffner, on June 4, 1965, 
in Green River, Wyo.

In his youth Bill was a leader in Eagle Valley Wide-A-Wakes 4-H 
chapter, and served in the National Guard after High School. He 
spent much of his life working the same farm where he grew up. He 
was an expert wood craftsman, creating beautiful works of art in his 
woodshop, including his own cremation box. He also enjoyed build-

ing and flying model 
airplanes. He was fond 
of nature, enjoying hunt-
ing and fishing while 
also keeping fish, and 
feeding birds in the front 
yard. Bill enjoyed gar-
dening and was famous 
for his pickles. He also 
volunteered at the Prairie 
Moon Museum.

Greg did a great job on his demo. That 
marbling is a looks great. Thanks Jim 
for your safety message. And another 
thanks to Jim for all that he does to get 
the pictures done. He sent me 60 pic-
tures for this news letter alone thanks. I 
want to thank Alan Lancer for letting 
me use 2 of his articles, Alan has some 
great stuff on his web site: http://
www.alanlacer.com/   
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April Instant 
Gallery

The 23rd Annual National           
AAW Symposium

Date: Friday June 26                 
Sunday June 28, 2009

Albuquerque Convention Center

Open Shop Night 

Open Shop Night is held Tuesdays at Duane Hill’s shop, 808 Quincy 
in Onalaska.  The topic is free format and anything applying to wood-

turning goes.  This is a great chance to ask questions, try new tech-
niques or just BS about woodturning.  Please call, 608-783-0883, if 

you plan on coming over to make sure Duane will be there.

Instant Gallery Cards     When you bring a piece to show and 
fill out the card, would you please leave the card, so I can use that 

info to do the Newsletter. And please use the cards its nice to 
know who did what, with what! Thanks Phil

May Pres Sez

Hello Everyone.  It was a long and very brutal winter this 
year, but spring is finally here!!  The sun is shining, the birds are 
singing, and the flowers are blooming.  Hooray!!!!

At the last meeting Duane talked about the passing of Bill 
Kammueller.  Between the donations of our members and the club, a 
memorial of over $150 was sent to Marj and will be given to “The 
Friends of Prairie Moon” in Bill’s name.  Bill will be missed by all of 
us.  Thank you to our CRW members for their generosity.

During a previous meeting one of the stands for the jet lathes 
had a nut come off that held the casters on.  I’d like to thank Dennis 
Snider for repairing/welding that stand to fix it.  Thanks for your 
help.

Just a reminder, mark your calendars Aug. 29th and 30th is the 
Great River Folk Festival at UWL and CRW will have a booth there 
again this year.  We’ll need volunteers that weekend to help out.  It’s 
a great festival and a lot of fun.

Thank you to everyone who participated in last month’s Multi
-Axis challenge and congratulations to the category winners.  We had 
a fair number of participants but we could always use more.  The 
challenges are an opportunity to try something new and to see what 
others do with the same topic.  It was a lot of fun again.

This month’s meeting will be on Tree Identification.  So until 
then, get out there and enjoy this sunshine.   Keep it spinning and be 
safe!

Denis Falch

Denis Falch

Denis Falch

Denis Falch
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CRW Mission Statement: To promote, to educate, and to inspire 
ourselves and others in the fine art of turned wood.

Greg Haugen
(608) 483-2988
ghaugen@live.com

President: 

Greg Zeller 
(608) 526-9156

wambli56@yahoo.com

Vice President:

Pam Reilly 
(507) 876-1195

gpreilly@embarqmail.com

Treasurer: 

Mike Henderson 
(608) 781-1056
AsterPlace@charter.net

Secretary:

CRW Officers

Program Director: 

Duane Hill
(608) 783-0883 

dlh@dairynet.com

jhfbear@centurytel.net

Newsletter Photos & 
Librarian:           
Jim Frank
(608) 781-8092

rjpatros@gundluth.org

Tool Czar:           
Bob Patros
(608) 788-6839

kengrunke@gmail.com

Webmaster:         
Ken Grunke                               
(608) 625-2412

CRW Club Mentors
Boxes & surface                            Pam Reilly     Elgin, MN.     
enhancement.                  (507) 876-1195  gpreilly@embarqmail.com
Experimental techniques,           Ken Grunke   La Farge, WI. 
tool making, And metalworking.    (608) 625-2412  kengrunke@gmail.com

All areas of turning and               Duane Hill    Onalaska, WI. 
finishing.                                      (608) 783-0883  dlh@dairynet.com
Fundamentals.                              Shannon Storkel Tomah, WI. 

                 (608) 374-2242  stork1@centurytel.net
Fundamentals.                              Bob Patros       La Crosse, WI.      

                 (608) 788-6839 rjpatros@gundluth.org
Spindle turning.                   John Fisher   Holmen, WI.  

                 (608) 526-4692  minnow1974@charter.net
Turning fundamentals.                 Greg Haugen Chaseburg, WI.   

                     (608) 483-2988   ghaugen@live.com

Officers, Board Members, and Mentors

April
Instant Gallery

BOARD MEMBERS

Ansel Heram 

Larry Gehl
Old Bowling Pin

Windell Ziegler 
Black Walnut
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Multi-Axis 
Challenge

Duane Hill Best Award

Jim Frank 0-2 yrs

Greg Haugen 2-5 yrs

Ansel Heram 5 + yrs

Lee Goehring Walnut 
Bowl BLO Spray Poly

Lee Goehring 
Cherry vase, Poly

Lyle Solem

George Reilly Padauke 
Buffed & Waxed

Greg Haugen Lantern Style Box 
4” X 3” Curly Maple

Roger Meyer  Red Birch 
7” X 11”

Ansel Heram 
Box Windell Ziegler 

Black Walnut

Deer Antler and Captured 
rings Photos 

provided 
by 

Jim 
Frank
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Honing Woodturning Tools
By Alan Lacer

Rude Osolnik did it, so did Bob Stocksdale and Del Stubbs, Jerry Glaser   
recommends it, Peter Child and Frank Pain in their turning books advo-
cate for it, George Hatfield in Australia teaches it, Japanese turners do it 
religiously. However, I think it is safe to say that those who hone their 
tools are in the minority of woodturners these days-and I'm not sure why 
this is the case.

Honing Teminology

Let's begin with some basic sharpening terms as they relate to woodturn-
ing tools: profiling, producing an edge on the profile, and honing; all of 
these at times are used to describe the process of sharpening. Profiling or 
shaping the tool involves the form you or the manufacturer imposes upon 
the steel which includes bevel angles. Next, there is the attempt to put a 
sharp edge onto that shape-to me this is closer to how most people would 
use the term "sharpen." Honing (or whetting) simply refers to the refine-
ment and/or maintenance of a sharpened edge. Most often in woodturning 
this relates to gouges, skew chisels, parting tools, and ring/hook tools 
(scrapers are in a special category, but I still use my honing equipment-
but more on that later). To me these concepts flow in their importance in 
the same order: it does no good to sharpen (to put an edge on) a poorly 
profiled tool and I can't hone a edge that is not to some extent reasonably 

sharp and properly ground.

I should clear up something before we have gone too far: hand honing does not replace the need for 
power equipment. Woodturning tools are in a special category as hand woodworking tools go. We gener-
ally make use of power grinding equipment to do the profiling and edging process-I know of no profes-
sional woodturners who do the entire process by hand alone. This is due in large part to the new steels: 
high speed and high wear resistance tools now dominate the serious turning tool market. These tools are 
virtually impossible to shape and sharpen by hand alone. Thus, turners use powered belts or discs, or what 
is most common, a power grinding wheel. Add to this that the majority of turning tools need some modifi-
cation, sometimes extensive modification, you find that a piece of grinding machinery is necessary to be a 
woodturner these days. http://www.alanlacer.com/

Photo 1 Multi-facets: One 
can only hone a tool that 
has been properly ground. 
The tool on the right has 
multi facets and convex ar-
eas; it is not possible to do 
much anything for the edge-
honing is a waste of time. 
The tool on the left has a 
slight hollow-ground sur-
face and a single facet, 
therefore honable.

Alan Lancer Tool Honing
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So why do so few turners take their tools to the last phase, that of honing? There are several reasons. First, 
the tools are considerably tougher these days and many of the hand honing stones just don't work very well 
or not at all. I have in mind natural stones like Arkansas and Washita and man-made stones like Japanese 
water stones and the gray carborundum stones. All require lubrication (oil or water) and may require an in-
ordinate amount of time to achieve satisfactory results with today's tool steels. Also, some turners feel it is 
simpler or quicker to return to the grinder when an edge needs addressing. A few maintain that they get the 
same quality of edge off the grinder as they would from honing-and that any extra refinement is a waste of 
time.

So why hone an edge?  

I see a couple of reasons. The first one is to achieve a keener edge when necessary-and it is not required for 
every tool nor in every situation. It is usually not necessary for a scraping tool where heavy stock removal 
is going to occur as we use the burr off the grinder. Also, on a cutting tool (skew, gouge, hook/ring tool, 
parting) where one intends to perform rough cutting operations, I find no reason to refine the edge just off 
the grinder. However, for clean cutting of end-grain, softer woods or just difficult wood, especially that last 
pass which will determine the degree of sanding, I will refine the edge through honing. I find that honing 
for 30 to 45 seconds can easily make the difference between one or two grits in the sanding process. A tool 
like the skew chisel screams to have a very, very keen edge for purposes of both control and clean cutting.

Secondly, I hone to keep a sharpened edge sharp. This allows me to keep turning without running back to a 
grinder to achieve a keen edge, thereby simplifying the turning process. When I started turning one of the 
few turning books available was Frank Pain 's The Practical Woodturner. In that book he stated:

"At the works where we could turn 2 gross of chair legs a day, probably four or five tools 
would be used and they would be ground once a day. Some work of course might call for more 
frequent grinding, whereas for some beech jobs they might last for days."

I read this with complete disbelief early on as a woodturner. I was returning to the grinder, it seemed, every 
10 or 15 minutes, not once per day. And to top it off, in Pain's day the tools were high carbon steel, not 
some high-tech specialty steel! Some of my problems were clearly due to presenting a cutting tool at a 
scraping angle and thus shortening its life as a sharp tool, and partly due to inconsistent grinding, failure to 
achieve a consistently keen edge all along the cutting edge. But as one reads on in Pain's book he describes 
the process of honing the edge to maintain the keenness from the original sharpening process. So, that's 
how they did one grinding per day or over several days. Just like the old time barber honing or stropping 
their razor, the process was not to take a dull tool and make it sharp, but to refine and keep the edge sharp. 
This is why many of us hone while turning-to keep the keenness within a range of sharpness-I call it the 
"sweet zone" that allows me to keep working efficiently, cutting cleanly when necessary, with more control 
or to reduce sanding time (see diagram1). Cutting wood tends, of course, to move the edge to the right on 
the scale-with even the best of steels. When the edge is honable it pushes it to the left on that same scale

So, we should ask this question: Can you get an edge "too sharp?" Maybe the phrase should be, "too re-
fined" an edge. A woodturner seldom needs the polished edges so sought after by carvers, handplane users, 
etc. due to the fact that we are cutting and removing wood at a rate most hand workers would have to spend 
hours or days to equal. At 1000 rpm on 3" diameter stock, the turner is potentially cutting 785 feet per min-
ute. So, no, we won't fuss and push to the same level as the carver or cabinet maker with a paring chisel, but 
we do need a sharp edge to work both efficiently, safely, and not to have a mess of things when we turn off 
the lathe. http://www.alanlacer.com/

Alan Lancer Tool Honing
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Sharpness scale: Although quite hard to quantify or even describe what is meant by "sharp," we do have 
some practical understanding of the term. The dream of tool makers and users is to have tool that stays 
within that "sweet zone" for the longest possible time until the edge needs addressing or the tool replaced 
(such as with router bits). Honing helps to keep you in that zone and thereby increase the life of the tool 
and edge.

Scary Sharp: Extreame keeness, highly refined-but alas, in woodturning these edges usualy don't last very 
long and usualy are not worth the estra time to produce.

Sweet Zone: Life is good here. Tool is sharp, less effort to remove wood, minimal or reduced damage to 
surface wood. This is the area that honing can be used to maintain the tool's sharpness.

Return to Grinder: There comes a time wether you hone or not that you must return to the power grinder-
unless you are willing to invest a lot of time with hand sharpening. If an edge does not respond to honing 
in under a minute or so, I head for the grinder.

Honing Process For Skews, Gouges, Parting Tools And Ring/
Hook Tools

As I have already said, shaping the tool and grinding properly are 
fundamental and are more critical than honing. Simply stated, I 
can't hone a tool that has been poorly ground and it is a complete 
waste of time to attempt honing unless these other steps have been 
performed well.

Assuming you have acquired a serviceable shape for the task at 
hand, grind the tool to a level where honing will both be possible 
and beneficial to the turning process. My personal guidelines for 
achieving this during the grinding process are these: a slight hollow
-ground bevel and minimal facets-especially facets above the con-
cave face of the hollow-ground bevel.

Why hollow-ground bevels work best

Why a hollow-ground, why not a flat or convex bevel? The only 
reason I see for the hollow-ground bevel is that it provides me with 
a built-in honing guide-as long as I have a two point contact sur-
face, I can better feel the honing process (see diagram to the left). 
However, there must be a balance between too much and too little 

hollow grinding. I prefer the concave profile produced from a 6" to 8" diameter wheel; much less than that 
in diameter produces such a deep hollow that it may indeed weaken the edge; much greater produces al-
most no hollow-and therefore no benefit. http://www.alanlacer.com/

Alan Lancer Tool Honing
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Producing a ground surface with minimal facets is essential. If there are multi-facets that arise above the 
line from the heel of the bevel to the cutting edge, then the only thing I will be honing are these high 
points and I will do nothing for refining or improving my edge. Just as in grinding the edge, I try to train 
myself not to hone the edge; I focus on the bevel and not the edge. If I focus on the edge, invariably, I will 
grind a short bevel just behind the cutting edge or, when honing, I will tend to dub or rollover the edge.

When we talk of honing there are usually two ways to understand it: hand honing and power honing. In 
hand honing one may make use of a stone, rubberized abrasive or piece of leather. Personally, and more 
common with the turners I have known who are honers, would be the stone-natural or man-made.

Tips to Select the Proper Stone

First, select a suitable stone. With contemporary tool steels the best luck I have had is with the man-made 
India slipstone in a medium grit and, of course, with diamond (fine and super fine). Technically the India 
stone is an oilstone, but I tend to use them dry and regularly clean the build-up of metal particles with WD
-40. The India slip is fine for removing burrs from the inside of gouges and the flat side functions to hone 
the outside bevel of gouges. However, in a short time the flat side becomes concave and does not work so 
well for skews and parting tools. It is still okay for gouges, but not for the flat tools. For these, and some-
times the outside bevel of gouges and ring/hook type tools, I definitely prefer a diamond coated stone 
(usually diamond applied to a mild steel plate). For gouge flutes, the diamond-tapered rod or cone works 
quite well. Be careful with diamond coated systems, as not all are of the same quality. Cheaper versions 
often use fewer diamond particles and a type of industrial diamond that breaks down quickly, that really is 
a case of "you get what you pay for."

Develop Your Honing Technique

Next, determine your honing technique. I have seen many variations:
1) fixing the honing stone to a flat surface and working the tool back and 
forth along the stone,
2) bracing the tool against the tailstock lock and moving the stone along 
the edge (tool is stationary),
3) placing the butt end of the handle firmly upright on a bench or the lathe 
stand and again moving the stone along the tool.

I personally prefer to get very solid and hold the tool against my body-and 
again move the stone along the tool (see Tool Holding:). As for the actu-
ally honing process, I always begin at the heel of the ground bevel. Next, I 
start the action of honing with a back and forth motion from the heel to-
wards the edge. When I feel the bevel adequately I lower this honing action 
towards the cutting edge until I feel that second point of contact. Always 
maintain this two-point contact, i.e. the hone bridges the slight concave 
region between the heel of the bevel and the area just below the cutting 
edge. Remember, you are honing the bevel and not the edge. If the tool is a 
gouge or hook/ring type of tool, I finish by honing the inside flute. The ni-
cety of this last operation, at least with gouges, is that I have another built 
in honing guide: hold the slipstone or rounded rod flat in the flute-again, 
not touching the edge itself, but focusing on the two planes that trap the 
area we call the edge. http://www.alanlacer.com/

Tool Holding: I normally 
hone turning tools by sup-
porting the handle solidly 
against my body, and a 
grip that allows the tool to 
remain quite stationary 

Alan Lancer Tool Honing
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Honing Strategies

Does all of this take too long? If it does you're doing something wrong. For me honing is like a cold swim, 
quickly in and quickly out. In truth the honing process should be under 45 seconds in most situations-even 
with a large tool like a roughing gouge. If it is taking longer to see any improvement then one of two things 
are occurring: either I have a poor honing technique or the edge is past the point of being honable-it's back to 
the grinder.

Make Your Own MDF Wheeel

There is another approach that can be used in combination with hand honing or as a substitute for it: power 
honing. This is most often done with a motorized wheel or even mounted on an arbor on the lathe. The wheel 
can be felt, stitched cotton, leather, cardboard, rubberized abrasive, or even wood, plywood or MDF. For 
turning tools I tend to stay away from the softer surfaces like felt, leather, cloth and even cardboard-with our 
heavy weight tools and a bit too much pressure I run the risk of rolling over my edge. My first choice is also a 
frugal one: the medium density fiberboard (MDF) charged with a buffing compound that will cut high speed 
steel.

The MDF wheel can be glued up for width from scraps of this material-find a cabinet shop nearby, and they 
probably of dumpsters of cutoffs. I make the wheel diameter approximately the size of the grinding wheels I 
use so that the hollow ground area is a bit simpler to feel. Since I grind on an 8" wheel grinder, my MDF flat 
wheel are 7" to 71/2" in diameter and 1 1/2" wide (two pieces of 3/4" glued together). The wheel is mounted 
on an arbor and turned on the lathe to a round, flat disc.

The disc can be mounted any number of ways: arbor mounted directly onto a 1/4 or 1/3 hp 1725 motor, pil-
low block and shaft, or left on an arbor that mounts on the lathe (best if not on the lathe you will be working 
on, as it is not practical to remove work from the lathe to hone-remember, it is quick operation.

Whatever the system, set it up to hone with the wheel going away 
from you. I find that high speed is not necessary-I prefer the speed to 
be rather low, 600-1000rpm is adequate.

I charge the wheel with buffing compound rated for stainless steel (I 
have had great luck with the Dico brand). I have also used Zam, a 
green honing compound that gave similar results. Whatever you use, 
look for the honing compound turning black as you hone; this indi-
cates that you are removing some metal and not simply polishing the 
surface.

The actual technique is straightforward and similar to hand honing. 
With the wheel moving away from you, charge it with honing com-
pound, place the heel of the bevel towards the top of the wheel-
cutting edge up (see Power Honing Skew:).

Gently lower the bevel onto the wheel until you have that same two 
point or full contact of the bevel on the wheel. Again, do not focus 
on the edge, as you will round it over in a nano second. When I see 
the blackened mud trail just coming under the edge, I stop. This 
again is a very quick process-if a little is good more is great is the 
wrong approach.

Power Honing Skew: Power hon-
ing is likewise a quick process, 
working high on a wheel that is 
traveling away from me. Shown 
here is the use of a MDF wheel 
charged with honing compound. I 
hone until I see the "mud trail" 
developing from underneath the 
tool-and no longer than that.

Alan Lancer Tool Honing
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Personally, the only tool I routinely power hone is the skew chisel, as its long edge benefits from this treat-
ment. Occasionally I will do this for the outside bevel of gouges when I have a particularly difficult piece of 
wood. In that case I either use the slipstone to hone the inside flute, or I have MDF wheels with turned beads 
that fit the inside flute of my gouges to refine that side of the gouge.

Other Uses Of Honing Equipment

I find several areas of tool refinement that respond well to honing tools.

One is with scrapers: to flatten or refine the top of the scraping tool, remov-
ing milling marks, and removing the burr-either a worn burr or the burr off 
of the grinder.

Why flatten the top? The topside of the tool, the unground side, becomes 
one of the planes forming the edge. If it is uneven, pitted, or textured with 
milling marks from the manufacturing process, you will produce an uneven 

burr or edge which makes a difference for fine work with these tools.

If the top edge is severely afflicted with pits and milling marks, you may need to resort to a belt sander/
grinder with a flat platen to clean up the surface. Following that, or if the tool is in reasonably good condi-
tion, simply hone that surface with a flat hone (again diamond is my first choice). Most of this is tool refine-
ment.

But in actual use I also use a flat stone (my India slip or the flat diamond stone) to do two operations: remove 
the old burr before pulling up a new one or for removing the heavy burr that is almost always produced by 
the grinder. I remove the heavy burr if my objective is to use the scraper as a finishing tool and not for heavy 
stock removal. Just a few passes with the stone held flat on the top of the scraper removes the old burr. Next, 
I use either a cabinet maker's burnisher to raise a fresh burr to my liking, or more commonly for me, I will 
use the flat face of the India slip stone to act as a burnisher and raise the burr-it works well to produce a light 
burr for finishing work.

Personally I use the scraper much in the same way the cabinetmaker does with their scraper: with a burr 90% 
of the time, and most often as a finishing tool.

Power-hone gouges

There is another place for the power hone: to remove the milling marks from the inside of a gouge's flute. 
Today just about all bowl and detail gouges are ground from round bars of high-speed steel. This has been a 
wonderful development in many ways, but it also has one drawback: virtually all of these tools show signs of 
the milling process, some worse than others, that again forms one of the faces that produces a sharp edge. By 
removing or reducing these milling marks I find you have a superior tool in edge quality.

By shaping the MDF into convex bead forms, I can remove or greatly reduce those milling marks (see Mill-
ing Marks:). I normally turn the beads from 3/4" MDF, making several different widths for the beads (see 
Buffing out the flute of gouge:). Once again, work with the wheel going away from you, charge with buffing 
compound, work on top of the wheel, and only concentrate on the last 1 inch or so of the tool-do it again 
when you have worn the tool down to the area you have polished out. I find that some of the specialty high 
speed tools require considerably more time and effort and possibly a more aggressive buffing compound to 
begin the process (such as the gray or emery compound).

Alan Lancer Tool Honing



For Sale
Delta Rockwell lathe
12 inch swing ,36 inch length, 1/2 hp., mechanical variable speed, 
shelf,  mobile base, One way coring tool, home made starka chuck 
for reverse chucking, live center, end plates,12 in. and 4in. tool rest 
excellent condition, club history $900.00 or best offer

60 gallon puma air compressor 450.00 O B O
real good shape Paul Woelper  (608)769-6572

Spindle steady rest. See p. 75 in new Woodcraft catalog. $25.Con-
tact Bob Patros at 608-788-6839 or 386-4650

Concluding Thoughts

Do we need to hone? I find it indis-
pensable and essential to good turning, 
but knowing it is not for all situations 
or even all tool applications. In some 
woods, especially wood on the dry 
side, or where I am dealing with or-
nery end-grain, it appears to be a real 
asset. In getting a fine edge I preserve 
crisp work, have more control, keep 
the piece round by reducing the 
amount of sanding, and streamline my 
sanding process-both in time and grit 
size. And if you are somewhat frugal, 
you greatly extend the life of the tool 
by keeping it sharp, not by running to 
the grinder every little bit, but simply 
by keeping it sharp with a hone. Ex-
periment, develop your technique, 
then judge for yourself the merits of 
honing.

http://www.alanlacer.com/

Skew Honing: I find that there are  
four faces of a skew to hone: the 
two ground bevels and the two side 
edges that define the short and long 
points (shown above) of the tool. 
Many of the cuts with the skew 
depend upon the keenness of these 
points-and honing the edges of the 
skew contributes to that level of 
sharpness.

Milling Marks: A real problem 
for developing a keen edge on 
cutting tools or a fine burr on 
scrapers is the remnants of the 
manufacturing process. Here 
there are milling marks in the 
gouge and pits in the steel of the 
scraper. I find by cleaning up 
these surfaces I improve the 
quality of my edges.

Buffing out the flute of 
gouge: Removing the mill-
ing marks on the inside 
flute of a gouge is a fairly 
simple process with the 
MDF wheels. I turn 3/4" 
thick wheels of MDF into 
beads or convex forms that 
fit the flute, mounted in 
such a way that the wheel is 
turning away from me, 
charge wheel with buffing 
compound, and work about 
the last inch or so until the 
milling marks are gone.
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Planning questions – I have had several members asking if we would have a tool day again.  Right now, 
the September meeting is relatively open.  We were planning a hand’s on meeting, but that can be 
changed to a tool day, if so desired.  The questions are: would you be interested in a tool day and would 
you be willing to pay $20 for materials?  Each member would make one tool out of high speed steel and a 
handle insert.  Proposed tools to be made would be: round skews, cove tools, vortex tool, three point tool, 
fluteless gouge, negative rake scraper and parallel sided recess tool.  Let us know which tools you are in-



W
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Hi Guys,
This piece broke off a piece of Burl and 
hit me in the facemask. These jagged 
edges could of cut real bad. Safety is 
job one when using rotating machinery 
like a lathe. I'm lucky again.
Jim Frank

  The turning shown here is titled 
"Spalted Beech Lidded Form" 

from the gallery of "Mark Sanger". 

This Lidded form is made of 
spalted beech sourced locally to my 
home. The lid is made of Anjan 
with a carved Anjan finial sat on a 
ceramic bead.
  It measures 280mm x 280mm 
approx. Is finished in renaissance 

wax and buffed off of the lathe. To see more of Marks work:

http://www.aawforum.org/photopost/member.php?

AAW Photo of the Day

From the Planning Committee – We are planned out 
through most of 2009.  We are still looking for topics and or 
demonstrators.  We are also looking for people to lead at the 
meeting.  If you have topics of interest, would like to demon-
strate or lead, please give Duane Hill a call.

Club Logo Wear – At the last meeting, I was asked by several people if we were going to be ordering 
any more clothing with the club logo.  I contacted the vendor we used last time, The Monogram Company 
in La Crosse, and they gave me a price list.  The prices shown here all have the item with the club logo 
embroidered on the right side.  The prices shown reflect one of each item.  There is a significant price re-
duction if we have 12 or more of an item.  If that happens, prices will be reduced.  Names may be added 
to the clothing at a cost of $per piece.  I would like to place the order no later than June 1st.  If you would 
like to order something,  give me your name, the article(s) you would like, number of each article and size 
required.  Payment would be upon delivery, that way we can apply any discounts directly.  I will have or-
der forms at the May meeting and will also send one out via e-mail.  You can e-mail me your request at 
wisawdust@charter.net or call me at 608-783-0883.  The prices for the items are as follows:

Description Color S-XL 2XL
T-shirt Tan $20.00 $21.00
T-shirt tall Tan $21.00 N/A
Denim shirt, long sleeve Blue $27.00 $29.00
Denim shirt, short sleeve Blue $27.00 $29.00
Heavyweight sweatshirt Tan or   grey $28.00 $29.00
Bomber jacket Tan w/ blue $54.00 $57.00
Micro-fleece jacket Navy blue $46.00 $47.00
Polo shirt Tan $30.00 $31.00

Monthly Tip – Often times using a bowl gouge with the wings ground back on the inside of a deep bowl 
will skate across the bottom.  This leaves tear out and could cause a catch.  The reason for the skate is the 
bevel is no longer rubbing.  The solution is to use a gouge with a steeper bevel angle.  You can also grind 
a micro bevel to prevent  the skating.  More on micro bevels in the next tip section.

Flying Burl

Looks Like A Space Rock Be Safe!!



Here’s a map to help those 
who aren’t sure where we 

meet. It’s the Onalaska 
Community Center at the 
intersections of Quincy & 

6th Ave North in Onalaska, 
Wisconsin.   608-783-9290

We’ll start the program 
promptly at 9am, so get 

there early to avoid getting 
a Uecker Seat. 

Chairs are provided.

We’ll have coffee, so 
donuts are ALWAYS 

welcome.

Next Meeting       
Onalaska Community 
Center on Saturday, 
May 16, 2009 at 9am.
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